Our history museum is taking a fresh approach. We’re using artwork and creative installations in our galleries to present stories of our community and its cultural journey.

A diverse collection of artwork, like Jake Lee’s watercolors, illustrates significant moments in Chinese American history.

New exhibit installations use artistic expression to examine cultural and historical issues of Chinese communities in America.

Share your inspiration!
Help us continue to re-make our museum with creative expression and innovative approach.
Visit chsa.org or write to info@chsa.org for more information on how you can submit proposals to our Creative Spaces program.
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Leland Wong transforms the stage gallery into a working artist’s studio. Peek in and see works-in-progress including street photography, activist posters, and whimsical paintings that reinterpret traditional Chinese images and motifs.

Leon Sun creates three installations that intersect the narrative of our museum exhibits with meditative and reflective clarity. His works explore personal journey and search for heritage—themes that characterize Chinese American experiences.